Geology of the Llanidloes area: Geological description - Geophysics

The Bouguer gravity anomaly map (Figure P930914) reveals a more-or-less steady increase in gradient towards the north-west of the district. This pattern, which is apparent on a regional scale, reflects the main structural trend within the basin and is consistent with the presence of dense Lower Palaeozoic or basement rocks at a shallower crustal level in the coastal tract to the west. Euler deconvolution analyses of the regional gravity data (McDonald et al., 1992[1]) suggests that the juxtaposition of rocks of different densities took place across long-lived basement structures such as the Glandyfi Lineament (Cave and Hains, 1986[2]) and Bronnant Fault (Davies et al., 1997[3]; Wilson et al., 1992[4]).

Figure P930914  Bouguer gravity anomaly map (scale 1:750 000).
Bouguer gravity anomalies in milligals (mGal) calculated against the Geodetic Reference System 1967, referred to the National Gravity Reference Net, 1973. Variable Bouguer reduction density. The anomalies are shown as a colour-shaded relief presentation using the BGS COLMAP Package. The shaded topographical effect has been created using an imaginary light source, located to the north. Contour interval 1mGal (1mGal = 1 x 10^-5 m/s^2). Based on data in the BGS National Gravity Databank. Station distribution approximately 1 per 1.3 km^2. The inset frame indicates the extent of the Llanidloes district.

The regional aeromagnetic anomaly map (Figure P930915) shows a weak magnetic high in the
south-eastern part of the district. The reasons for this anomaly are unclear but reflect the presence of magnetic basement or a concealed igneous complex at a relatively shallow crustal depth. The feature is one of a series of weak anomalies that broadly lie along the Pontesford Lineament, one of the component structures of the Welsh Borderland Fault System (Woodcock and Gibbons, 1988).

**Figure P930915**  Aeromagnetic anomaly map (scale 1:750 000). Total field magnetic anomalies in nanotesla (nT) relative to a local variant of IGRF90. The anomalies are shown as a colour-shaded relief presentation using the BGS COLMAP Package. The shaded topographical effect has been created using an imaginary light source, located to the north. Contour interval 10nT. Based on data in the BGS National Aeromagnetic Databank. Flown at a mean terrain clearance of 305 m on north–south flight lines 2 km apart with east–west tie lines 10 km apart. The inset frame indicates the extent of the Llanidloes district.
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